
The Lowell Public Library is pleased to announce we are lending 

Mobile Hotspots. Operating at 2.4GHz over the Sprint LTE4 network, 

these devices are available for a 2-week lending period to any Patron 

over the age of 18 with an account in good standing. Check out a 

device at the main branch. 

The device can be used anywhere once the battery is charged. The 

LED lights on the top of the unit indicate Wi-Fi connectivity, the 

Cellular Signal Strength, Battery Charge Indicator and SMS 

Messages (not available) 

The unit is functional either plugged into a wall outlet while the 

battery is charging or once charged you can take it anywhere. The 

battery life is upward of 24 hours even during full usage. 



Power Key 

Located on the long side of the unit. Hold the Power key for 3-5 

seconds to power the device on/off. 

LED Indicators 

Located on the top of the unit displaying signals for Wi-Fi, 

Cellular and battery charge status. 

USB/Charging Ports 

The device charging port is the USB-C (small) port located on 

the long side of the device, opposite the power key. The USB 

port on the short side of the device is useful to charge your 

phone/tablet, etc. 

The Network Indicator will show Blue LED bars when connected. 

The bars indicate the signal strength and flashing blue means 

disconnected. Solid Red indicates no network, limited or no service. 

The Wi-Fi indicator displays solid blue as connected and the more 

bars the better signal. 

SMS is not available 



The Battery Indicator will be solid blue when fully charged and 

rapidly flashing blue when working. Flashing red indicates only 10% 

battery remains. 

Plug in and power on the device (hold the power key about 3 

seconds), then give it a minute to establish itself on the Sprint 

Network. Next, open the Settings on your Device and navigate to Wi-

Fi networks to display the available networks. You will see a network 

with the same name as on the card included with your hotspot unit. 

Click or Tap to connect and enter the password (also located on the 

included card) for the hotspot device. That’s it, you’re now 

connected!  

Once the battery is fully charged you’re ready to go mobile!  

Hold the power button about 3 seconds to power off the device. 

I took a device home and connected my Amazon Firestick, my laptop 

and my smartphone. I was able to stream Netflix, surf the net and 

Wi-Fi text simultaneously without any data “Buffering”. My at home 

internet service is provided by Xfinity and I did not notice any 

difference in speed or signal quality when I switched to the Hotspot. 

Standard USB Port available to charge your phone/tablet, etc. 

Two tamper resistant stickers are on the unit. DO NOT OPEN the 

unit or you will be charged $125.00 tampering fee. 




